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Abstract. This paper considers on-line navigation of an autonomous
mobile robot in an unknown hostile environment. The hostility of the
environment is modeled as the requirement that the robot avoids travel-
ing through open areas where it can be easily noticed. To move evasively
through the unknown environment, the robot is allowed to move along
obstacle boundary segments and locally shortest lines connecting ob-
stacles in exposed areas of the environment. An evasive motion graph

consisting of these path segments is used to compute the optimal o�-line
navigation path. Based on the optimal o�-line path, an evasive on-line
navigation algorithm called E-Nav is described. The E-Nav algorithm
constructs a partial evasive motion graph in the currently known environ-
ment measured by the robot during navigation to the target. The compet-
itive performance of the E-Nav algorithm is shown to be log-quadratic in
the optimal o�-line evasive path length. The E-Nav algorithm is demon-
strated with a step-by-step execution example.

1 Introduction

Mobile robots are expanding into increasingly more demanding and diverse ap-
plications. Many of these applications require the robot to traverse unknown en-
vironments populated by obstacles whose layout must be measured by the robot
during task execution. Navigation under limited knowledge of the environment
appears in ground and aerial package delivery in o�ce spaces, industrial facilities,
hospitals and large urban areas. Goal seeking algorithms also appear in security
applications such as patrolling installations [1, 5] and special operations [15].

Early papers on sensor-based mobile robot navigation considered navigation
with position and tactile sensors [14, 20]. Subsequent works considered navigation
using vision and laser scanners [10, 16]. With the exception of Blum [3, 4], the
performance of these algorithms was typically analyzed in terms of geometric
parameters of the environment. Lacking competitive bounds, these algorithms
can be fooled to generate lengthy paths. This caveat led to CBUG [6, 7] that trans-
formed the mentioned algorithms into competitive navigation algorithms. Using
expanding search ellipses, the modi�ed algorithms are quadratic in the optimal
o�-line path length, which is also the universal lower bound on this problem.

All of these works do not put any restrictions on the mobile robot during nav-
igation. In the evasive navigation problem, a mobile robot must reach a target
along a path that is hidden from observers whose position is unknown to the
robot. Park [17] considers stealth navigation to a target that invades a fully
known environment. The target is also the observer, and the robot must reach
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the target along a path that avoids detection by the invader. Ravela [18] consid-
ers stealth navigation over unknown 3-D terrain with known observer locations at
any given time. By treating the observers' visible regions as hostile areas, an eva-
sive path is computed and updated based on measurements of the environment
and observers. Lavalle [13] and Isler [8, 9] consider intruder detection by mobile
robots, while Bandyopadhyay [2] considers stealth tracking. These algorithms can
perhaps be adapted to the intruder's perspective, thus solving dynamic versions
of the stealth navigation problem, which is addressed by Sti�er [21].

This paper considers the on-line evasive navigation problem, where the mo-
bile robot observes and accumulates information on the environment during
navigation to the target. The algorithm described in this paper, E-Nav, navi-
gates a mobile robot through a hostile unknown environment. The robot has
no prior information about the location of potential threats in the environment.
The algorithm constructs an evasive motion graph based on the currently known
environment. By traveling exclusively along this graph, the robot avoids areas
in the environment that result in prolonged exposure, and thus exhibits evasive
behavior during navigation to the target. The E-Nav algorithm is shown to have
a log-quadratic upper bound in terms of the optimal evasive o�-line path length.
This competitive upper bound is close to the universal lower bound over all on-
line navigation algorithms that use the same sensors, which is shown in Ref. [22]
to be quadratic in terms of the optimal evasive o�-line path length.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the evasive navigation
problem under local exposure constraints. Section 3 describes a scheme for com-
puting the optimal o�-line navigation path under local exposure constraints. The
E-Nav algorithm is described in Section 4, followed by a step-by-step execution
example. Section 5 analyzes the competitive performance of the E-Nav algorithm.
The conclusion summarizes additional results as well as future research.

2 The On-Line Evasive Navigation Problem

The on-line evasive navigation problem is de�ned as follows. A mobile robot
modeled as a disc of size D is located at a start point S. The robot must reach
a speci�ed target point T in a planar environment populated by stationary ob-
stacles whose layout is unknown to the robot. The start and target are located
at concealed positions adjacent to obstacle boundaries. The robot is assumed to
have an ideal position sensor (particle �lters can help achieve this assumption),
and an omnidirectional scanner that detects obstacles visible from the robot's
current position (Figure 1). The robot stores a map of the observed environment
in the form of a polygonal approximation of the obstacles (Figure 1).

The hostility of the environment is modeled as the requirement that the robot
avoids traveling through open areas where it can be easily detected by potential
threats whose position is unknown to the robot. Thus, when the robot moves in
open areas between obstacles it is considered to be exposed. An intuitive way to
quantify the risk of detection at a given robot position is based on the minimal
distance between the robot and surrounding obstacles. As the minimum distance
increases, the robot becomes more exposed and can be seen from many directions
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Fig. 1: An omnidirectional scanner mounted at the robot center measures dis-
tance to the obstacles and surrounding walls during navigation.

at once. Moreover, it will take the robot longer time to take cover once detected.
As the robot approaches an obstacle boundary, it becomes less exposed, until it
touches the boundary of an obstacle and is then considered to be concealed.

To avoid exposure to hostile agents while navigating in an unknown environ-
ment, the robot strives to limit its exposure time and tries to remain concealed as
much as possible. An intuitive measure for the probability of detection is the to-
tal time the robot is exposed throughout the navigation task. The total exposure
time, ttotexp, is de�ned as the total time the robot is not in contact with an obstacle
(and therefore exposed) along the robot path from S to T . For simplicity the
robot is assumed to move with uniform speed, and therefore the shortest path is
also the fastest. When the robot moves with uniform speed, ttotexp is proportional
to the total length of the exposed path segments along the robot path from S
to T . Under the total exposure measure, the robot strives to minimize the total

length of the exposed path segments along its path from S to T .

The total exposure measure often prefers paths that pass through large ex-
posed areas between neighboring obstacles, rather than paths with a large num-
ber of short exposed transitions between obstacles (see [22] for an example). This
can result in lengthy movements through individual open areas, which is unde-
sirable in hostile environments when the location of threats is unknown to the
robot. The local exposure measure restricts the local maneuvers of the robot in
open areas as follows. Let αAB be an exposed path segment between concealed
positions A to B. The local exposure time is the time it takes the robot to move
from A to B along the path αAB . When the robot moves with uniform speed,
the local exposure time is proportional to the length of αAB . By limiting the
local exposure time and assuming uniform speed, the local exposure path length

is also limited. The latter is de�ned as follows.

Local exposure length: Let αAB be an exposed path segment between two co-

ncealed positions of the robot. The local exposure length is the length l(αAB).

This paper studies evasive navigation under local exposure constraint. The rob-
ot is given a user speci�ed maximally allowed inter-obstacle exposure, Lmax. Eva-
sive navigation under the local exposure constraint is modeled as the requirement
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l(αAB) ≤ Lmax

over all exposed path segments during navigation from S to T . The robot must
reach the target along local exposure path segments that satisfy l (αAB) ≤ Lmax,
or report that such a path is not feasible.

3 Optimal Evasive O�-Line Navigation

This section describes a computation scheme that strives to minimize the robot's
total path length from S to T while satisfying the local exposure constraint, Lmax.
The scheme is based on an evasive motion graph for the robot which requires
the following de�nitions.

The c-space of a disc robot consists of the (x, y) coordinates of its center.
The c-obstacle induced by a stationary obstacle Oi, COi, is the set of all con-
�gurations at which the robot penetrates the obstacle. The boundary of COi

represents con�gurations at which the robot touches the obstacle. When two or
more obstacles are close to each other, their c-obstacles may overlap, creating a
single traceable obstacle. Thus, an environment containing obstacles O1, . . . ,Ok

is partitioned into subsets of traceable obstacles Q1, . . . , Qm (m ≤ k), such
that the obstacles of each Qj induce overlapping c-obstacles. For a disc robot
of size D, obstacles located less than D apart would belong to the same trace-
able obstacle. The boundary of a traceable obstacle represents con�gurations at
which the robot is in contact with one or more physical obstacles that de�ne the
traceable obstacle. This boundary forms the following contact preserving curve.

Contact preserving curve: Let a disc robot circumnavigate a traceable

obstacle Qj while maintaining contact with its boundary. The contiguous curve

traced by the robot's center throughout this motion forms a c-space contact
preserving curve of Qj, denoted Cj.

In order for the robot to be minimally exposed while moving between obstacles,
the evasive o�-line path will consist of obstacle-hugging segments and minimum-
length transition lines between obstacles. The transition lines are next de�ned.

Potential transition line: Let Ci and Cj be two c-space contact preserv-

ing curves. A potential transition line, ltr, is a locally shortest line segment

connecting two c-obstacle boundary points di and dj on Ci and Cj.

A potential transition line has minimum length relative to local variations of its
endpoints along Ci and Cj . It is perpendicular to the contact preserving curves
at its endpoints. The set of potential transition lines in the environment is next
�ltered so that there will be no obstacle points inside the interference area of the
remaining transition lines in this set. The interference area is de�ned as follows.

Interference area: Let ltr be a potential transition line with endpoints di and
dj. Let vi and vj be the physical obstacle contact points at di and dj. The inter-
ference area, Aint, is the intersection region of two discs centered at vi and vj

of radius ∥vi−vj∥, which are tangent to the obstacles at vi and vj (Figure 2(a)).
Note that if the disc robot happens to touch another obstacle point, this point

can be ignored. At any point within the interference area, p∈Aint, the distance
from p to the obstacle points vi and vj is shorter than ∥vi−vj∥ (Figure 2(a)).
The interference area induced by any other two obstacle points located on the
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Fig. 2: (a) At an obstacle point p inside Aint, the lines connecting p to vi and vj
are shorter than ∥vi−vj∥. (b) The relation A′

int ⊆ Aint stated in Lemma 3.1.

vi�vj segment is entirely contained in Aint induced by vi and vj , as stated in
the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1. Let Aint be the interference area induced by two obstacle points

vi and vj. Let v′i and v′j be two obstacle points located inside the line segment

vi-vj, such that v′i is closer to vi and v′j is closer to vj. Let A′
int be the interference

area induced by v′i and v′j. Then A′
int ⊆ Aint (Figure 2(b)).

The proof can be visualized in Figure 2(b) and is therefore omitted. Any
potential transition line whose interference area contains other obstacle points is
redundant, since shorter exposure transition lines connect these points. Hence, all
redundant transition lines will be deleted. Hereby, all non-redundant transition
lines will be simply called transition lines and denoted ltr : di → dj , where di and
dj are the endpoints of the transition line ltr. The �ltering of unnecessary long
transition lines ensures that the remaining transition lines are disjoint as stated
in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let l
(1)
tr : d1 → d2 and l

(2)
tr : d3 → d4 be two distinct transi-

tion lines. Let v1, v2, v3, v4 be the obstacles contact points when the robot is at

d1, d2, d3, d4. Then the line segment v1-v2 does not intersect the line segment v3-v4
and therefore l

(1)
tr and l

(2)
tr are disjoint.

Proof Sketch: Assume that l
(1)
tr and l

(2)
tr do intersect. It can be shown that

if v1, v2 /∈ A34
int (l

(2)
tr is non-redundant), then the distance from either v3 or v4

to both points v1 and v2 is shorter than ∥v1-v2∥. Hence, either v3 ∈ A12
int or

v4∈A12
int, implying that the transition line l

(1)
tr is redundant. Since all transition

lines are non-redundant, l
(1)
tr and l

(2)
tr must be disjoint. ⊓⊔

The evasive motion graph is de�ned as follows.

Evasive motion graph: Let a known planar environment contain traceable

obstacles Q1, . . . , Qm. The evasive motion graph, EMG, is a graph whose

edges consist of all contact preserving curves C1, . . . , Cm and all transition lines.

The nodes of the graph are all intersection points between C1, . . . , Cm and the

transition lines, as well as S and T (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3: The EMG graph for an environment populated by known obstacles. Only
transition lines of length less than Lmax are shown.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the EMG forms a planar graph based on the fol-
lowing argument. A transition line ltr does not intersect any contact preserving
curve Cj , as this would imply that the transition line passes through a trace-
able obstacle Qj , which by de�nition means that ltr is redundant. Since no two
transition lines intersect according to Lemma 3.2, the EMG forms a planar graph.

To quantify the size of the EMG, consider a polygonal environment with n
vertices and n edges. The environment contains O(n) contact preserving curves.
The number of potential transition lines is O(n), since each transition line crosses
the Voronoi diagram of the environment at a local minimum of the distance to
the obstacles along the respective Voronoi arc. It can be veri�ed that each arc
of the Voronoi diagram contains at most one such local minimum point. Since
there are O(n) Voronoi arcs [11], the EMG contains O(n) nodes and O(n) edges.

The computation of the optimal o�-line path requires construction of the EMG

for the given environment. This step requires computation of the c-obstacles as-
sociated with the disc robot. One next computes all potential transition lines
between neighboring c-obstacles. This computation can be done in O (n log n)
steps by building and searching the Voronoi diagram of the environment [11].
The redundancy check for all potential transition lines can be done in O(n2)
steps. All non-redundant transition lines are added to the EMG, which is used
to compute the following path under the local exposure constraint.

Optimal o�-line path: The optimal local exposure o�-line path, l∗local, is

de�ned as the shortest path among all paths α from S to T along the EMG for

which no transition line ltr is longer than Lmax:
l∗local = min {l (α) : α ∈ EMG, l(ltr) ≤ Lmax} (1)

where l(ltr) is the length of ltr, l(α) is the total length of the path α from S to T .
The optimal o�-line path, l∗local, is the shortest path from S to T in the EMG

that satis�es the local exposure constraint, Lmax, between neighboring obstacles
in the environment. To compute this path, all transition lines ltr with length
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Fig. 4: Initial PEMG of an unknown environment before the robot starts moving.

greater than Lmax are purged from the EMG. This stage takes O(n) steps. The
shortest path from S to T can now be found in the EMG using standard graph
search algorithms such as Dijkstra. The purged EMG contains O(n) nodes and
O(n) edges, hence l∗local can be computed in O(n log n) steps.

4 The On-line Evasive Navigation Algorithm

The on-line algorithm described in this section is based on the o�-line scheme.
The section starts with an overview of the on-line algorithm, followed by a de-
scription of the partial evasive motion graph, then pseudo-code and a detailed
execution example of the on-line algorithm.

Overview of the algorithm: The E-Nav algorithm works as follows. 1) The
robot searches for an evasive path to the target in a series of expanding ellipses
having focal points at S and T . 2) The robot constructs a partial evasive motion

graph, PEMG, based on the currently known environment. 3) The robot deletes
from the PEMG redundant transition lines and adds temporary transition lines
that maintain connectivity of the PEMG in the current search ellipse. 4) The
robot moves to the nearest unexplored endpoint of the current PEMG within
the current search ellipse. 5) If none exists, the search ellipse is enlarged until
it contains an unexplored endpoint of the current PEMG. The robot is assumed
to scan the environment during movement between the nodes of PEMG. These
steps repeat until either the target T becomes a node of the current PEMG (in
which case the robot moves to T along the PEMG), or until the target is found
to be unreachable and the robot returns to the start point S.

The initial ellipse area, A0, is chosen as the larger of two ellipses: 1) The
smallest ellipse with focal points S and T that contains a rectangle with side

lengths
√
3
2 D× 3

2D. 2) The smallest ellipse with focal points S and T that contains
the area swept by the robot while moving along a straight line from S to T . The
ellipse determined by condition (1) is important for competitiveness (Section 5).
If the robot cannot continue exploring the environment within the current search
ellipse, an enlarged search ellipse with focal points S and T is formed by doubling

its area Ai = 2Ai−1 = 2iA0.
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Fig. 5: (a) Transition area Atr of a transition line ltr. (b) New transition lines
are �ltered out when they intersect the area Atr of existing transition lines.

Construction of the PEMG:During execution of the on-line algorithm, the
robot constructs a partial evasive motion graph, PEMG, based on the currently
known environment (Figure 4). The PEMG is constructed based on conclusive

knowledge of the environment. In particular, no new nodes of the PEMG will be
formed inside edges of the current PEMG as a result of subsequent measurements
of the environment. The PEMG is constructed as follows.
1. Compute all segments of the known contact preserving curves C1, . . . , Cm of

the obstacles in the partial map of the environment.
2. Delete segments of the contact preserving curves whose minimal distance to

unexplored regions is smaller than Lmax (Figure 4). The cut-o� points of the
contact preserving curves form decision nodes of the PEMG.

3. Compute all potential transition lines between the contact preserving curves.
Delete transition lines whose length exceeds Lmax.

4. Filter out redundant transition lines. If there is not enough information to
decide whether a transition line is non-redundant, its endpoint is added as
a decision node to the current PEMG.

5. Filter out new transition lines that intersect the transition area of existing
transition lines (see text and Figure 5(b)).

6. Add temporary transition lines to maintain connectivity of the PEMG within
the current search ellipse (see text and Figure 6).

The current PEMG is de�ned as the connected subgraph computed in steps 1�6
that includes the current robot position. As long as the target has not become
a node of the current PEMG, the robot moves to the nearest unvisited decision

node, denoted N
(i)
d , of the current PEMG. As the robot proceeds with the evasive

navigation task, decision nodes can disappear or change location when additional
information about the environment becomes available. In step 5, the removal of
unnecessary long transition lines is based on the following transition area.

Transition Area: Let ltr be a transition line with endpoints vi and vj. The tr-
ansition area of this line, Atr, is the area swept by the robot while traversing ltr.

Any new transition line that intersects the transition area of existing tran-
sition lines is �ltered out in step 5 (Figure 5(b)). This �ltering is crucial for es-
tablishing the competitiveness of the algorithm in Section 5. The current PEMG
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forms a connected graph that contains the current robot position. However, the
portion of the PEMG within the current search ellipse may not maintain connec-
tivity after step 5. Hence, temporary transition lines are added in step 6. These
temporary transition lines are built close to the boundary of the current search
ellipse as illustrated in Figure 6. Their length is locally minimal among all feasi-
ble transition lines in their vicinity. It can be shown that all temporary transition
lines of length smaller than Lmax su�ce to maintain connectivity of the PEMG in
the search ellipse [22]. Temporary transition lines are either changed or deleted
when the search ellipse is enlarged in subsequent steps of the on-line algorithm.

Fig. 6: Temporary transition lines ensure connectivity of the PEMG inside the
current search ellipse. These lines are eventually deleted from the PEMG.

Algorithm 1 E-Nav: On-Line Evasive Navigation Algorithm

Sensors: Position and omnidirectional obstacle detection sensors.
Input: Target point T , maximum local exposure length Lmax.
Initialization: Set i = 1. Set initial search ellipse with focal points S and T .
Repeat

1. Set j = 1. Set V1 as the robot's current decision node.
2. Delete all temporary transition lines from the current PEMG.
3. Repeat

(a) Construct the traceable curves C1, . . . , Cm for the currently known map.
(b) If T is inside an entire c-obstacle in the known map: return to S and STOP

(target is unreachable).
(c) Update the PEMG based on the current map of the environment.
(d) If T ∈PEMG and there is a path from Vj to T inside the current search ellipse

of area Ai: Move to T and STOP (target is found).
(e) If there are no unvisited decision nodes in the current PEMG: return to S and

STOP (target is unreachable).
(f) If all unvisited decision nodes are inaccessible within the current search ellipse:

exit the current loop and go to step 4.
(g) Move to the decision node closest to the current robot position in the PEMG.

Update the map of the environment as the robot moves to new decision node.
(h) Set Vj+1 as the decision node to which the robot moved. Set j = j + 1.

4. Double the search ellipse area: Ai+1 = 2Ai. Set i = i+1 (end of outer repeat loop)
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The E-Nav algorithm is summarized as Algorithm 1. A step-by-step execution
example of the algorithm is next described.

Execution example: Fig. 7(a) shows the robot at the start point S located on
the obstacle O1. The target point T is located on the obstacle O5. At this ini-
tial stage, the robot is not allowed to make direct transition from O1 to O5, as
this transition is longer than Lmax. There is only one decision node inside the

initial search ellipse, N
(1)
d , and the robot moves to N

(1)
d as seen in Fig. 7(b). The

robot next scans the environment and constructs a transition line between O1

and O3. The interference area of this transition line, Aint, overlaps the obsta-
cle O2 and is therefore �ltered out (Fig. 7(b)). The robot now moves along the
shorter transition line no. 1 to decision node N

(2)
d , located on O2 (Fig. 7(b)). The

next stage is depicted in Fig. 7(c). The robot cannot continue to any new deci-
sion node while remaining inside the current search ellipse. The search ellipse is
therefore enlarged. The larger ellipse contains two new decision nodes, N (3)

d and
N

(4)
d (Fig. 7(c)). Additionally, the decision node N

(5)
d on O4 is now reachable.

The robot moves to the closest decision node, N
(3)
d , located on O3, while passing

through transition line no. 2 (Fig. 7(c)).

The next stage is depicted in Fig. 7(d). The robot discovers three new decision
nodes: N (6)

d on the current obstacle O3 and N
(7)
d on O4. The closest decision node

on the current PEMG is N
(7)
d . The path to this node passes through transition

line no. 3 (Fig. 7(d)-(e)). At N
(7)
d the robot constructs two new transition lines

(Fig. 7(e)). One of these transition lines connectsO3 withO5. This transition line
lies outside the current search ellipse. Hence, a temporary transition line no. 5
is built as the shortest line connecting O3 with O5 inside the current search
ellipse (Fig. 7(e)). The other new transition line connects O4 with O5. This new
transition line intersects the transition area, Atr, of the existing transition line
no. 4 (Fig. 7(e)), and is therefore �ltered out.

To reach the closest unvisited decision node in the current PEMG, N (8)
d lo-

cated on O5, the robot moves along transition line no. 4 back to O3. The robot
then moves along the temporary transition line no. 5 to O5 (Fig. 7(f)). When the
robot reaches the new decision node, N (8)

d , it �nds that no new decision nodes lie
in the current search ellipse. The search ellipse is therefore enlarged once more
(Fig. 7(f)). Consequently, the temporary transition line no. 5 is deleted and re-
placed by the true transition line no. 5 (Fig. 7(f)). The last step is depicted in
Fig. 7(g). The robot circumnavigates the obstacle O5 to the decision node N

(9)
d ,

where it detects the target T . The target becomes a node of the current PEMG,
and the robot moves along the shortest PEMG path to T (Fig. 7(g)). As seen in
Fig. 7(h), the evasive navigation path taken by the robot from S to T has been
completed with very little exposure of the robot to the open environment. The
optimal o�-line path is also shown in Fig. 7(h).

5 Competitive Upper Bound on the E-Nav Algorithm
The E-Nav algorithm is next analyzed using the notion of competitiveness. It com-
pares the solution of an on-line algorithm, l(alg), to the optimal o�-line solution,
lopt, over all instances of the problem. It usually takes the form l(alg)≤c1lopt+c0.
Here we need the following generalized notion of competitiveness.
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Fig. 7: Execution example of the E-Nav algorithm (see text). The search ellipse
area is only approximately doubled in each step to better illustrate the algorithm.
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Generalized competitiveness [6]: Let T be an on-line mobile robot task.

An algorithm for T is f(lopt)-competitive when its path length is bounded by a

scalable function f(lopt) over all instances of T . In particular, l(alg) ≤ c2l
2
opt+

c1lopt+c0 is quadratic competitiveness, where c0, c1, c2 are positive constants

that depend only on apriori information such as the robot size D.

Scalability means that the inequality l(alg) ≤ f(lopt) is invariant under change
of length units. The competitiveness of E-Nav will be analyzed in two steps. First
we obtain an upper bound on the E-Nav algorithm path length within the ith

search ellipse, denoted li(E-Nav). As shown below, this upper bound is

li(E-Nav) ≤ (1 + log2 Ni) ·Weighti(PEMG) (2)

where Ni is the number of decision nodes the robot visited in the ith search el-
lipse, and Weighti(PEMG) is the sum of all edge lengths of the PEMG in the ith

search ellipse. Summing the bound of Eq. (2) over all search ellipses gives the
log-quadratic competitive bound on the E-Nav algorithm:

l(E-Nav) ≤ 7π

(
3

2
+ log2

(
8π
√
3

l2opt
D2

))
·
l2opt
D

+ c0 (3)

where c0=
7A0

D

(
2+log2

(
16A0√
3D2

))
. Note that D and A0 are known to the robot.

5.1 Upper Bound on the Robot On-Line Path Length

The E-Nav algorithm guides the robot between decision nodes using a near-
est neighbor approach. The nearest neighbor approach has been analyzed by
Koenig [12] in the context of on-line graph exploration. The same technique is
used here to obtain an upper bound on the E-Nav algorithm path length.

The robot's on-line path can be described by the decision nodes visited in the
ith search ellipse, N (1)

d (i) → · · · → N
(k)
d (i), augmented with the initial decision

node Vi. In every step the robot moves from N
(j)
d (i) to the decision node N (j+1)

d (i)

that is closest along the current PEMG in the ith search ellipse. The current PEMG

is constructed based on conclusive knowledge of the environment. Hence the on-
line path from N

(j)
d (i) to N

(j+1)
d (i) would not change even if the entire �nal

PEMG was apriori known to the robot, since any alternative path from N
(j)
d (i) to

N
(j+1)
d (i)must pass through a decision node that is farther away from N

(j)
d (i) than

N
(j+1)
d (i). Using the same reasoning, the path from N

(j)
d (i) to any decision node

v ∈ {N (j+2)
d (i), . . . ,N (k)

d (i)} along the PEMG is longer than the path to N
(j+1)
d (i).

It follows that the on-line path is identical to the o�-line path that starts at Vi

and visits the nodes N
(1)
d (i) → · · · → N

(k)
d (i) under a nearest neighbor approach

along the PEMG in the ith search ellipse. The length of this o�-line path is denot-
ed loffNN (i). After reaching the last decision node, the robot travels to T along
a path of length lT on the �nal PEMG. Hence, l(E-Nav) =

∑n
i=1 loffNN (i)+lT .

To obtain an upper bound on loffNN (i), consider the auxiliary graph, PEMG',
whose nodes are {Vi,N

(1)
d (i), . . . ,N (k)

d (i)} and whose edges are the shortest paths

between the respective nodes along the PEMG in the ith search ellipse. The
o�-line path of length loffNN (i) visits all nodes of the PEMG' using a nearest
neighbor approach. The edge lengths of the PEMG' are symmetric and satisfy the
triangle inequality. Rosenkrantz [19] provides the following logarithmic bound on
the nearest-neighbor path in such graphs. Let lTSP denote the shortest traveling
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salesman path (TSP) that visits all nodes {Vi,N
(1)
d (i), . . . ,N (k)

d (i)} of the PEMG'

(a complete graph). The length of the nearest neighbor path, loffNN (i), satis�es
loffNN (i) ≤ ( 1

2
+ 1

2
log2 Ni) · lTSP (4)

where Ni is the number of nodes in the PEMG'. The TSP path satis�es the
inequality lTSP ≤ 2 · Weighti(PEMG), since a simple DFS traversal of the
PEMG in the ith search ellipse visits all nodes of the PEMG' while travers-
ing each edge twice. It follows from Eq. (4) that loffNN (i) ≤ (1+ log2 Ni) ·
Weighti(PEMG). After reaching the last decision node, N

(k)
d (n), the robot trav-

els at most Weightn (PEMG) to T . The upper bound on the E-Nav algorithm
path length is thus

l(E-Nav) ≤
n∑

i=1

(
1+log2 Ni

)
·Weighti(PEMG) +Weightn(PEMG) (5)

Maximum number of decision nodes: The maximum number of decision
nodes, |N d|, visited by the robot is computed in three steps (see Ref. [22]).
First, when the robot is located at a particular decision node, the minimum
distance to any other decision node is found to be the robot radius D/2. Next,
the plane is tiled with a triangular lattice of equilateral triangles whose edge-
length equals D/2. It is then shown that for any bounded convex region in IR2

that contains a rectangle of size
√
3
2 D× 3

2D, the number of decision nodes inside
this region is bounded by A/∆, where A is the area of the convex region and
∆ is the area of a single equilateral triangle in the triangular lattice. Since

∆ =
√
3
4 (D2 )

2, the upper bound on the number of decision nodes the robot visits
follows. (Note that this is a non-trivial bound since E-Nav is not grid based.)

Lemma 5.1. The number of decision nodes the robot visits during execu-

tion of the E-Nav algorithm, |N d|, in any bounded convex region that contains a

rectangle of size
√
3
2 D × 3

2D is bounded by

|N d| ≤
16A√
3D2

(6)

where D is the robot size and A is the area of the convex region.

5.2 Competitive Bound on E-Nav
The bound obtained in Eq. (5) is now expressed in terms of the optimal evasive
o�-line path length, lopt. During the ith step of the E-Nav algorithm, the robot
moves inside a search ellipse with focal points S and T and area that doubles in
each step. The following lemma was proved in the original C-BUG paper [6]:

Lemma 5.2 [The 4-Lemma]. Let a disc robot move in an environment

populated by traceable obstacles Q1, . . . , Qm. Let Aj be the total area swept by

the robot diameter during circumnavigation of Qj. Let c be any simple closed

curve that surrounds the m regions swept by the robot. Then
∑m

j=1 Aj ≤ 4A (c),
where A (c) is the area of the obstacle-free points enclosed by c.

The proof of Lemma 5.2 in [6] uses only the de�nition of contact preserving
curves and is therefore applicable to the E-Nav algorithm. By construction of the
PEMG, adjacent transition lines are �ltered out so that no transition lines inters-
ect the transition area of adjacent transition lines. As shown in [22], this property
implies that there cannot be an overlap of more than three transition areas
associated with the remaining transition lines.
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Lemma 5.3. Let the PEMG contain transition-lines ltr,1, . . . , ltr,n. Let Atr,j

be the area swept by the robot diameter during motion along transition line ltr,j.
Let c be any closed convex curve that surrounds the n regions swept by the robot.

Then
∑n

j=1 Atr,j ≤ 3A (c) where A (c) is the area enclosed by c.
The total area swept by the robot while moving along the PEMG can be

bounded by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, as stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4. Let a disc robot move in an environment populated by

traceable obstacles Q1, . . . , Qm. Let Ai(PEMG) be the total area swept by the

robot diameter during motion on the PEMG within the ith search ellipse. Then

Ai(PEMG) ≤ 3A (i) + 4A (i)
where A (i) is the area of the ith search ellipse.

The above bound is next used to obtain a bound on the robot's path length
inside the ith search ellipse.

Proposition 5.5. The length li of the path traveled by the robot in the ith

search ellipse is bounded by li ≤
(
1+log2

(
16A(i)√

3D2

))
· 7A(i)

D , where A (i) is the ith

search ellipse area and D is the robot diameter.

Proof Sketch: Substituting the bound Ni ≤ 16A(i)√
3D2 of Eq. (6) into Eq. (5),

the length li is bounded by
li ≤

(
1 + log2

(
16A(i)√

3D2

))
·Weighti(PEMG)

whereWeighti (PEMG) is the total length of edges of the PEMG in the ith search
ellipse. For a size D robot, Weighti (PEMG)=Ai(PEMG) /D, where Ai(PEMG)
is the total area swept by the robot diameter while traversing the PEMG in the
ith search ellipse. Since Ai(PEMG) ≤ 7A (i) according to Proposition 5.4, the

path length bound is li ≤
(
1+log2

(
16A(i)√

3D2

))
· 7A(i)

D
. ⊓⊔

Any path of length lopt from S to T lies inside an ellipse with focal points
S and T and major axis of length 2a = lopt. The area of the latter ellipse is
Amin = π

4 lopt
√

l2opt−∥S−T∥2. Let A (1) , . . . ,A (n) be the series of search ellipses

used by the E-Nav algorithm. Since E-Nav �nds an evasive path to T in the nth

ellipse, the shortest evasive path of length lopt also lies in the nth ellipse. The
PEMG in the (n−1)th search ellipse does not contain an evasive path to T . Hence
its area satis�es the inequality A (n−1)<Amin, or else the optimal path would
have to lie inside it. As A (n) = 2A (n−1), A (n) ≤ 2Amin. The bound on the
total path length of the E-Nav algorithm follows.

Theorem 1 [E-NAV Bound]. If the target T is reachable from S under

the local exposure constraint, the E-Nav algorithm �nds the target using a path

whose length satis�es the inequality

l (E-Nav) ≤ 7π

(
3
2
+ log2

(
8π√
3

l2opt
D2

)) l2opt
D

+ c0

where c0=
7A0

D

(
2+log2

(
16A0√
3D2

))
. Here D is the robot diameter, A0 is the initial

ellipse area, and lopt is the length of the optimal evasive o�-line path from S to T .
Proof: Suppose the search ellipse is expanded n times until the target is

found. The total length of the path traveled by the robot is a sum of the paths
taken in the individual search ellipses,

∑n
i=1 li, plus the path length from the

last decision node to T . Using Proposition 5.5,

l (E-Nav) ≤ ∑n
i=1

(
1 + log2

(
16A(i)√

3D2

))
· 7A(i)

D
+ 7A(n)

D
.
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Equivalently

l (E-Nav) ≤ 7
D

{(
1+log2

(
16√
3D2

))
·
∑n

i=1 A (i) +
∑n

i=1 log2 (A (i)) · A (i) +A(n)
}
.

The search ellipse area doubles at each stage. Hence the �rst summand in this
equation can be bounded by

∑n
i=1 A (i)<2nA0=2A (n). The second summand can

be bounded by
∑n

i=1 log2 (A (i)) · A (i)< log2 (A (n))
∑n

i=1 A (i)< log2 (A (n))·2A (n).
The total length of the path traveled by the robot is thus

l (E-Nav) ≤ 7

{(
3
2
+ log2

(
16A(n)√
3D2

))
· 2A(n)

D

}
.

Since A (n) ≤ 2Amin=
π
2 lopt

√
l2opt−∥S−T∥2 ≤ π

2 l
2
opt,

l (E-Nav) ≤ 7π

(
3
2
+ log2

(
8πl2opt√
3D2

))
· l2opt

D
.

The constant additive term, c0, bounds the path length traveled by the robot
when the initial search ellipse already contains an evasive path from S to T . ⊓⊔
6 Conclusion

The E-Nav algorithm navigates a disc robot in a planar unknown environment alo-
ng an evasive path that strives to minimize exposure of the robot to potential
threats whose position is unknown to the robot. The algorithm guides the robot
along a partial evasive motion graph, PEMG, constructed in the currently known
environment. The PEMG consists of obstacle-hugging segments and locally short-
est transition lines whose length is bounded by a speci�ed local exposure const-
raint. As the robot navigates toward the target T using a nearest neighbor app-
roach, the PEMG of the environment is monotonically enlarged until T becomes
a node of the current PEMG, or until the robot determines that T is not acces-
sible. Execution of a nearest neighbor approach within a series of search ellipses
was shown to be log-quadratic in terms of the optimal evasive o�-line path length.

The following two topics were not included in the paper. Ref. [22] describes
an adversarial environment of narrow corridors that forces every evasive on-line
algorithm to generate a path of length l(alg) ≥ l2opt/D. The log-quadratic upper
bound on E-Nav is thus close to the universal lower bound over all on-line evasive
navigation algorithms. Ref. [22] also studies the paths generated by E-Nav in
a simulated hostile compound and in an urban road crossing environment. The
E-Nav paths were compared to those of the on-line TangentBug algorithm [10],
that uses the same sensors and generates close to optimal non-evasive paths. The
path generated by E-Nav in the compound environment is three time longer than
the TangentBug path, and �ve time longer in the road-crossing environment.
However, the paths generated by E-Nav are much safer. The maximum local
exposure length for the compound environment is almost seven times shorter

than the maximum exposure during execution of TangentBug, while it is more
than two times shorter in the road-crossing environment.

The paper tacitly assumed that the robot's obstacle detection scanner can
observe all features of the surrounding environment. In future research, we will
study evasive navigation with a myopic scanner that detects obstacles only
within a �nite detection range, Rmax, that is larger than the local exposure
constraint, Rmax ≥ Lmax. The partial evasive motion graph, PEMG, can be aug-
mented with temporary decision nodes located on the boundary of the known
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environment measured with �nite detection range. Similarly, by limiting the nav-
igation to a series of expanding ellipses, competitive navigation will be ensured
under �nite detection range. However, one needs to verify that the robot can ac-
cumulate conclusive knowledge of the environment that is key for the e�ciency
of a nearest neighbor approach. That is, the PEMG augmented with temporary
decision nodes must be monotonically increasing throughout the navigation pro-
cess. This and other challenging problems will be addressed in future research.
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